29 January 2013

Post-Christmas Letter
Hi Grandma,
So, this letter is quite a bit after Christmas, sorry! I intended it to be a lot earlier, but life happened. As I said in my
previous letter, the girls' main present was 2 new dolls and a complete wardrobe - boy were they excited opening it all!
The last update in the last letter was on 12/12 where I was concerned with how much I still had to do (1 doll-shirt, 3 dollchef outfits, 3 sets of doll-hospital-scrubs with hats & booties, nightgowns for both girls with matching doll-size gowns
and 3 doll-size tote-bags. When we went to the American Girl Doll store, we discussed names they might give dolls, if
they had them. At the time, we discussed using their middle-names & fortunately they still liked that idea, as those are
the names embroidered on the scrubs! Here are the remaining updates leading up to Christmas:
12/12 – 12/14 - The pattern called for a straight neck top that closed in the back. I made that top first, but didn't care
much for it, so I made some significant modifications to it. The little booties were quite a bit too big, I can only guess
they intended the dolls to wear shoes under them. Makes sense for people, but dolls? I modified them to be worn as
shoes. Likewise, the elastic in the hat was too long; I shortened it a whole inch and it is still loose (which I decided is
good, so it doesn't mess up the hair). You can't see it in the picture, but the hats have stitching right above & below the
elastic - the second set of stitches weren't called for in the pattern, but it made it easier to close & I think it looks nicer.
In addition to the personalizing of the hats, I also sewed little pieces of ribbon in the back to look like a drawstring.
Here are the scrubs (not pictured are the little booties, they match the scrubs but were nothing nothing fancy).

The first and third pictures are close-ups of the tops of their hats; both have their names embroidered. Hard to see in the
second picture, but each doll has her name stitched in her scrubtop. I was really pleased with how they turned out. The
fabric, by the way, was a pair of sheets that we no longer use (wrong size). Free!
Difficulty: Somewhat challenging, mostly due to not being able to just follow the pattern.
Time: About 8-10 hours including all the modifications I had to make, not including the snaps.
12/14 - I updated the simple blue dress (see 11/16 and picture #4 in the last letter) & I think it
looks great!
The pleat is roughly the same size & the new layer is attached at the top and on the far sides
(which are in the back). I originally combined these two fabrics making little shorts out of the
blue and a skirt our of the other (as one clothing item). I thought it dressed it up a little bit.
After the picture I added a simple built-in necklace with alternating small navy beads and
really-really small silver beads. If I can, I'll include a couple beads with the letter.

12/15 - I laundered and ironed the flannel for the girls' & dolls' nightgowns & selected a pattern for the doll nightgowns.
It's a little fancy, but I'll leave out the embellishments. I also replaced the zipper with - you guessed it - snaps. For the
girls' nightgowns ... If they were a size 2t, they would have really fancy attire. Everyone makes fancy clothes at that size
& they all seem perfectly happy to share their patterns. At the size of my girls? Not so much. So, we're winging it. I
took the basic rough measurements from one they already had & the style is original. I just hope they fit ...
Today I cut out the doll gowns and the top of B's gown. I also cut out the little chef aprons and oven mitts.
12/16 - I finished cutting out the remaining piece of B's gown and H's gown, so I'm ready for assembly at work
tomorrow.
12-17 - I may actually get done in time! Today I got in a little early + lunch + stayed until after 7pm but I got all 4
nightgowns done!
For fabric, we used 2 different prints of Jo-Ann's "Snuggle Flannel" that Emily picked out and lined the doll ones with
reclaimed fabric from a really nice white oxford shirt. One of my nicest, actually, and except that it was better than
having to throw it away, I hated reclaiming it! I read the reviews prior to buying the flannel and knew what I was getting
into (it's not known for it's pill-resistance nor longevity), but at the price (under $3/yrd) and considering the kids will
outgrow theirs and the dolls will never wash theirs, I think it should be fine. Heck, when I started the kids' I wasn't
entirely confident my designer skills weren't just making pretty rags anyway ...
Funny story about the doll-size ones. I usually print out the pattern and the directions as there is no computer in the
room I'm sewing in (no room!). Starting with the scrubs, I started to just leave it on the screen at my own desk & just
walk back occasionally to verify I was still on track. Well, for these I cut them out at home 2 days before assembly & for
some reason thought I'd just remember how they assembled & didn't even bother re-reading it the day of assemble. Yep,
I didn't remember exactly right. A little time with the seam ripper & some time just staring at the fabric & I decided an
even better (for my use, anyway) way to use these pieces. So, I used the pattern to cut out the top of this but then
completely changed it in assembly. I wouldn't say I made a better dress, but I made a better nightgown. Considering the
designer wasn't making a nightgown, I don't think she'd mind!
Regarding the full-size ones, I made them exactly the same as each other & have enough fabric if I horribly guessed the
height of the girls (I'll add a ruffle or something). They should be really comfortable, the top is all 2 layers of flannel
(which allowed me to have just 1 seam other than the joining of the 2 layers) and allowed that seam to be on the inside
(nothing to rub sensitive skin).
Difficulty: I may just be getting better, but it was all pretty easy! The hardest part was lining up the outside &
inside of the top when inserting the bottom (and keeping it that way when sewing it).
Time: I didn't really track the time it took to cut out, especially since I was designing the child-size ones while I
went, but I'd guess 60 minutes to cut out + 6 hours to put together (total for all 4).
12/17 was the last day that I journal-ed my progress. I started a Christmas vacation on 12/18 (through 12/25), but I went
into the office on 12/18 to get in some final sewing in the morning. I spent about 3 hours sewing and another hour
cleaning up - I had made quite a mess! Well, I got close! I skipped the second shirt and never got the tote-bags made,
but everything else got done & turned out great!
Two letters ago, I mentioned cousin Gai LaMarche came to visit; she also came to visit right before Christmas and
knowing that the girls were getting dolls for Christmas, she really spoiled them with some really pretty clothes! Emily
and I got the girls some simple presents; clothes, fancy chapstick, colouring books, that sort of stuff & put it all under the
tree a few days before Christmas, but we kept all the doll stuff hidden in our room. Christmas Eve we gave the girls their
nightgowns to wear that night (our family tradition is to get new pajamas on Christmas Eve), Hannah's with matching
sleepmask. When the girls woke up, we opened presents from Santa first (more simple stuff, art supplies, candy, etc)
then the present from Grandmas**(see next page) and the little stuff from us. When we were done, I mentioned that I
thought there was something missing and went in my room “to look.” I knew that Hannah knew there was something
left to open (she knew about the dolls all along, having noticed them in the stroller at the store), but boy were the girls
surprised when they opened the boxes and saw that not only were they getting new dolls, but that the dolls were wearing

the same pajamas (and eye mask in Hannah's case) that the girls were wearing! After a minute with their new dolls, I
disappeared again & came back with an armful of packages filled with doll clothes – both girls were very surprised!
After 30 minutes or so with the new clothes, I brought out the clothes from Gai, I originally held them back as some of
them were fancier than the ones I made and after spending that much time on them I was worried that they wouldn't play
with the ones I made. Fortunately, that worry was for naught as they played equally with all the outfits (all of which
were tried one each doll over the course of the morning!).
Funny story: Hannah has figured out how Santa works, but Phoebe has not. Since I knew Hannah knew about the doll
and I wanted to keep it a secret from Phoebe, I had Hannah ask Santa for a doll so Phoebe wouldn't wonder why she
didn't (because Phoebe did ask Santa for a doll). Well, when I asked Phoebe if she was surprised to get the doll, she told
me that she was not! She told me that she noticed the dolls in the stroller at the store too, but she just didn't say anything
(including to her sister, she didn't want to spoil the surprise for her). I asked her why she asked Santa for one when she
already knew Mom & Dad were getting her one & guess what she told me. She said she kinda hoped she'd get 2!! How
funny is that?!
**Regarding presents from Grandmas, the girls were thrilled to receive money from Great-Grandma, they love to be
empowered to buy things for themselves and both girls decided to spend their money at the American Girl Doll store for
a fancy hair brush for their dolls a few days after Christmas. I think both dolls have their hair brushed every day!
Speaking of the store, it is quite far away, so this was only the second time the girls had been. A few days after
Christmas, the store had a special day where they announced the new doll for 2013 and had free doll-size t-shirts for all
the girls that went that day. They also had some simple crafts to make and the girls had a really good time (though their
favourite part was having money to spend, they do so love to shop!)
Not doll-related: after the last letter but before Christmas, we had family pictures taken. We have a portrait studio we
really like; their fee is only $15 and included in the fee you get 1 10x13, 2 8x10, 4 5x7 4 3x5 and 32 wallets (all of the
same picture). AND, you get them the same day (usually an hour or two later) you have the pictures taken. That's a
really good deal, but there are 2 catches: 1, they aren't the very best quality (they are good, but I've had better pictures
printed) and 2, you only get one pose at that price, adding poses is really expensive & they try really hard to sell you a
more expensive package while you're there. Sometimes we'll add a second pose that we really like, but the cost is $20
for just 1 8x10 of the second pose. This time we got digital copies to look at on the computer in addition to our package.
I can't print them very big, but I have printed a few of them in this letter so you can see them:

Hannah

Phoebe

Adam

Last page is just pictures, so I'll close the letter here. I'll try to write again soon & send more pictures then.

♥ Don & Family

Here are some Christmas morning pictures:

